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Musical universe and artistic influences

The universe of Raw Sub Noise is the 
reflection of a highly tormented world, of an 
abandoned generation, a reflection of what 
we accept or refuse, of what we build or 
destroy. 

The Raw Sub Noise sound resonates with 
anger, obviously strikes, challenges the usual 
codes to the breaking point by both following 
and evading them. 

Their sound offers an uncompromising 
approach: It is either raw, powerful, dark or 
ethereal, cathartic and atmospheric.

Bands like Massive Attack, Archive, 
Morcheeba, Nostalghia, Nine Inch Nails, 
Radiohead, The Prodigy, are some of the 
musical and artistic influences that have 
shaped the musical and artistic universe of 
Raw Sub Noise.

RAW SUB NOISE

Electrorock, electropop, synthpop, electro…



Biography – FURAX

Founded in 2020 by a self-taught artist, composer 
and musician, Victor, aka Furax, Raw Sub Noise is 
the achievement of an ambitious artistic music 
project.

As a keyboardist, beatmaker, composer and 
performer, Furax also assumes the role of the 
artistic project leader, with the ambition to fulfil all 
the artistic plans of the band.

As a son of a family of musicians, Furax soon 
developed a great sense of creativity and 
innovation. 

Motivated by his desire to carry proudly a 
particular vision of art and music, he founded the 
musical and artistic collective Raw Sub Noise, a 
collective at the service of music and driven by the 
values of complicity, sharing, tolerance and 
limitless creativity.
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RAW SUB NOISE



Biography – CRY CRY

Rocked by the music of the 90’s stages, Christophe, 
aka Cry Cry, has never stopped experimenting 
and exploring various music styles. 

Eager to discover new surprising sounds, Cry Cry
is likely to be delighted by any music such as 
melancholic pop, grandiloquent symphonic music, 
hypnotizing electro, swaying rock… 

This very talented multi-instrumentalist plays the 
bass, the piano, the guitar and the drums. He has 
been able to progress through different musical 
collaborations, the most remarkable of them being 
the pop rock cover band 5Brats with which he has 
given dozens of performances in Lille area.

Eventually, thanks to the Raw Sub Noise project,  he 
has been fulfilling his desire to express his 
creativity by sharing his experience with a 
collective having the same ambitions.
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Biography - PORTRAIT

Passionate about soundtracks, Bérenger, aka 
Portrait, trained very early in computer-assisted 
music thanks to semi-professional projects such as 
Pickles, Paradise's Mar, B/Masqued with several 
albums to his credit.

It alters between pop, rock, electro, classical music 
and world music.

Anchored in the independent scene for several 
years, he discovered French songs with the group 
Jet d'Encre with which he went on tour for a year 
and a half.

Finally, it is in contact with the Raw Sub Noise 
collective that Portrait finds his creative 
enthusiasm and fulfil his deep desire to discover 
the electro-rock universe, with a strong trip-hop 
connotation that the artist gathered around this 
project proposal.

It is, for him, the opportunity to express, with force, 
his vision of a dark reality and share his very 
personal experiences and emotions, resulting 
from his music experiments.
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Dark, transgressive, 

hard-hitting

Melancholic, 
ambivalent, 

eclectic sounds

RAW SUB NOISE

HERITAGE

 Album Heritage

 Release date : 2024

 6 titles :

 Heritage

 Boom Boom Tap

 First One

 Luminescence Obscure

 Psy Core

 Brutal Tendencies
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Sounds sometimes 
incisive, impactful, angry 

...

Sometimes cathartic 
and melancholic

RAW SUB NOISE

HOPELESS

 Album Hopeless

 Release date : 2022

 7 titles :

 Chaos Addict

 Hopeless

 King of Crows

 Au Dela

 Dance With Ghosts

 In The Air

 Distress
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Raw, Powerful, Dark...

Ethereal, Atmospheric... 

RAW SUB NOISE

REBORN

 Album Reborn

 Release date : 2020

 8 titles:

 ReBorn

 So Far Away

 Twisted

 Rave In Peace

 Life Is Noise

 Deep Water

 Raw Voltage

 Dream On



contact@rawsubnoise.com

.rawsubnoise.com

Facebook.com/RawSubNoise

Instagram.com/RawSubNoise

Twitter.com/RawSubNoise
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Website

RAW SUB NOISE
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